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Bema
By TODD COKE
Upon my arrival at UNM, a scant
,hree years ago, I was awestruck by
~he extremes to which the
administrators of this fine institution
had gone in attempts to complicate
the process of acclimation.
I discovered that one does not
"buy" a book from the UNM
bookstore, rather one makes a ritual
sacrifice at the alter of academic
commerce. I further discovered that
unless one is equipped with both
cudgel and sidearm, not to mention a
genealogy chart proving one's
unquestionable relation to Guy
Fawkes, one does not open an
account at the UNM branch bank.
The most obnoxious thorn in the
side, however, and one on which
almost every student in attendance
has been impaled, has been the
registration procedure.
I have played parcheesi with
senior citizens; I have visited public
facilities frequently with small
children; I have even forced myself
to watch an entire episode of "My
'Ehree Sons"; yet I can imagine
nothing summoned from the depths
of the perverse which could possibly
compete with registration in terms of
overall abjectness.
During my first attempt at
registration, I was but a lad of 17. I
committed only 457 significant
blunders (or venial sins as they are
termed on your academic offenses
record), and received a mere 50
lashes (for offenses such as:
stuttering insanely when requested
to repeat my major number - my
what?). Needless to say, I was
regarded as something of a prodigy
by my peers.
The administration now, however,
has concocted an infallibly
perfidious potion with which to raise
the ire of even the most
condescending of students. First,
they tempt you with what you want
more than sex itself (namely:
pre-registration), then, in a tumult of
apologies and incriminations, they
snatch it from your reach - the
ultimate taunt.
I implore you, gentlemen of the

..

I've received some hate mail
during my year as editor, but most
of it has ended up in the
wastebasket. I've never liked gutless
wonders very much, and I figured
anybody who didn't have enough
bravery to sign his name to a hate
letter didn't merit consideration.
But some comments which have
been directed toward The Lobo and
me are worth sharing ... if only so I
can leave office with a clean slate
and a quick laugh.
Sarah Laidlaw
Carlsbad Current-Argus
Oct. 11, 1970
If you haven't seen a copy of the
Berkeley Barb or other such
underground newspapers, you
haven't missed much. These
newspapers seem to take great pride
in printing four-letter words, etc., to
the extent of being terribly boring.
The New Mexico Lobo, the
newspaper published by the students
at UNM, is certainly a curious
"newspaper."
Recent· issues of The Lobo h_ave
included a front page photo showing
male students doing their thing (so
. to speak) in front of the urinals in
the men's restroom of the Student
Union.

administration, in the name of future
generations and even in the name of
"Duke" Wayne if I must, please
reconsider. Extend the deadline for
card return until shortly after the
appearance of fall catalogs and I am
certain that response will be nearly
unanimous.
·
If, however, in light of this
potential concession on the part of
the academic bureaucracy, some
means of persecution is still deemed
necessary, may I suggest that rather
than the internicine torment of
registration as it is now structured,
you employ an exemplary* and
systematic "burning at stake" of
approximately 50 students (a
n urn be r proportional to the
enrollment figure for that semester)
chosen at random by lottery at the
beginning of the semester.
Additional floggings and a few
isolated eye-pokings could also be
staggered throughout the year, thus
perpetuating the desired effect
(whatever that may be) and in effect
flipping two birds with one
finger -or whatever that old saying
is. R.S.V.P.
*Exemplary of what I have no
idea; however, I have heard
disquieting rumors circulating to the
effect that a certain influential
member of the academic hierarchy
is, through organized persecution of
students, attempting to assuage guilt
feelings which he developed as a
result of having once accepted an
extra ladle of consomme when he
didn't deserve it.

-----

-----~---------~------

editorial

.Goodbye

An editor's last editorial is
supposed to be filled with wise
words for the University collective, a
summation of all previous editorials
and a general show of knowledge by
the outgoing chief. But I'm suddenly
left with little to say.
It's been a great year, etc. It's
been nice, etc. Glad to have been
here, etc. Hope you make it through
next year alright without me, etc.
I briefly considered taking
potshots at everyone who has met
with my disfavor during the past
year, but I threw out the idea.
Everything seems so small now. It
seems as if my greatest joy will not
be in castrating several University

personalities, but in spending my
first Sunday at home, which has not
been part of a vacation, without
having to worry about what will go
in Monday's paper. I can stop having
guilt spasms now for every minute
I'm not in The Lobo office.
But hard luck stories and other
stuff aside, I want to give special
thanks to my staff. My staff has
alternately saved my sanity and
caused me to lose it. To anyone out
there in U:o.iversity land who doesn't
already know it, the staff is a great
bunch of people. I cherish each and
every moment I have had barking at
them.
I would also like to thank ASUNM
secretary Sue Pickett for moral
support; Debbie Bruns for a few
drinks; Richard M. Nixon for several
indulgent moments of strong dislike;
Tony Hillerman for putting up with
Publications Board meetings and
moral support (I needed a lot of
that); Jim Crow for spunky spunky
headlines; Ev Robinson for knowing
everything there is to know about
printing; Casey Church for being
there to be the next editor; Sue
Major for some collective yuks on
behalf of ASUNM; Barb Morgan and
Dave Parker for some good bridge
games; and TSH for being there
when I needed him.
And lest you think I'm going to
fade quietly into the woodwork,
Casey said I can come in Mondays
and Wednesdays to write Campus
Briefs.
Sarah Laidlaw

NEW
IVIEXICO
Graduate Instructor Jobs
Cut Back~ to Save Money
For UNM Faculty Raises
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l'hoto by Chuck Feil

Bewilderment

A small girl in the Child Care Co-op in Mesa Vista Hall looks
wonderingly at the photographer. The Co·op presently cares for 115
children and is filled to capacity. (See related story page 6).

Will Solicit Signatures for 'People's Treaty'

Local Groups Plan Peare Rallies
Compiled from Lobo Sources
With anti-war sentiment
growing in the United States,
several groups in Albuquerque are
planning protest rallies this week
to coincide with rallies in the
nation's capital.
Today these groups plall to
canvass the city, soliciting
signatures for the People's Peace
Treaty. This document spells out
the conditions for peace in
Indochina.
Tuesday, non-violent acbions
are scheduled for the downtown
draft board from 8 to 11 a.m. A
Kent and Jackson State Memorial
and Peace Rally will be held at the
University of Albuquerque
Quadrangle from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m.
An all-night peace vigil will

begin at 4 p.m. at the Sandia Kirtland complex, Gibson and
Louisiana entrance. The Coalition
for Peace and Justice urges
participants to bring food and
signs.
Wednesday, the group plans
non-violent actions at the Sandia Kirtland complex.
Sunday morning, Washington
police broke up an encampment
of up to 30,000 anti-war
protesters, but their leaders still
vowed to shut down the capital
today by blocking rush-hour
traffic.
Riot-trained police swept
through the camp on the banks on
the Potomac River a litte after
noon and arrested 123 protesters
who refused to obey 'Chief Jerry
V. Wilson's order that the

campsite be cleared.
Sit-in
Many of those arrested sat
down in the park as 300 of the
officers swept through the camp.
They clapped their hands, sang
"Power to the People" and raised
clinched fists in the air.
As the police, carrying billy
clubs, gas masks and tear gas
cannisters, swept through the
park, Wilson said, "They have
been here unlawfully for five and
a half hours and we figure that
gave them time enough to move
out if they wanted."
In San Clemente, White House
Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler
said President Nixon, spending the
weekend at the western retreat,
was being kept informed of
anti-war activity in Washington.

The UNM administration is
trying to redistribute money by
cutting back on the number of
GraduatC' A~sistant (GA) and
Teaching A'isistant (TA) jobs
available in an attempt lo raise
facult.y salaries.
The dPcision for GA, TA jobs
cut for next year came afte1· the
University facC'd the realities of
operating on a tight budget duC' to
Board of Educational Finance
(BEF) and legislative cuts in
UNM's requests for money.
Graduating TA's and GA's jobs
will be eliminated instead of being
offered to other students as a
measure to make current general
fund money available for faculty
salary increases.
The current general fund is
earmarked for faculty salaries, the
library, administrative personnd
and GA, TA jobs. UNM originally
requested legislative money for
the fund of $19,333,000. The
BEF and the legislature whittled
down
the amount to
$16,915,928.
University officials had
indicated earlier this year UNM
budgetary requests were barely
enough to keep the University at
the status quo, a11d if UNM didn't
get the full amount of requested
funds, some programs would have
to be cut.
"The faculty has extremely
strong grounds for a salary
increase.

Rated

with

other

Universities, UNM is near the
bottom in faculty salaries," said
Bert Hansen, GSA president. "It is
a re-ordering of priorities by the
administration and GA's and TA's
are far down on the totem pole. It
comes down to what to do with.
insufficient funding."
10 Per Cent Cuts
Hansen estimates the
percentage of GA, TA jobs not to
be renewed next fall as close to
"10 per cent", but George
Springer, dean of the Graduate

School, said the cuts would
probably be closer to "four or five
pl'r cent."
The Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) drf'W up a resolution in late
March asking Lhat faculty salaries
have priority over anything !'lse
financed by the current general
fund. Pt'l!'l' Prouse, chairman of
thP FPC said the committee was
trying to relievP problems causPd
by UNM's low faculiy salary scale.
Among th('Se probll'ms is the rate
at which UNM profpssors are
leaving to tak1' jobs at universities
that pay mon',
ThP administration has backed
faculty requests for more money
and has stated that instructional
salaries will have priority over GA
and TAjobs.
The program to cut back the
number of GA's and TA's on the
UNM payroll will not affect
graduate students now holding
jobs. Next fall positions vacated
by graduating students will not be
filled, and new contracts will not
be available.
Tight Money
Shortage of money at UNM is
the primary reason for the job
cutbacks, not proposed
enrollment limitation. Springer
said possible "graduate enrollment
limitations won't affect GA, TA
hiring too much. Many graduate
departments still want to icnrease
the number of students they
have." He noted that even if there
was as much as a 10 p<'r cent

graduate enrollment cutback, GA,
TA jobs would not be
substantially affected. "Since
there are far fewer jobs than
graduate students, we will always
have enough people to fill
positions.
Undergraduate enrollment
levels however, might affect the
number of GA's and TA's needed
next year. The Graduate School
bases its GA, TA jobs on the
number of returning
undergraduates.

Lujan Urges Nixon to Meet With UNM Anti-War Vet
Feeling Warped?

and thinking gap is indeed a wide
one.

Hate Mail Revisited.
On page three of the same issue,
there is an ad from a book store
advertising a book on how to
cultivate marijuana plants.
Page four of this same issue of The
Lobo describes the plight of five
UNM homosexuals and presents
them as individuals persecuted by
"un-understanding straights."
.
In another issue published last
week, The Lobo printed a photo of a
bearded student named Sam
Taggard. Now Sam is pictured as
being joyou~ about the fact that the
Student Court gave him permission
to have his name placed on an
elective ballot ... for Homecoming
queen. The Lobo quoted his vital
statistics as 32-32-32.
The way things are going, Sam will
probably win.

..

Carlsbad Current-Argus
Oct. 20, 1970
Last week we told you how the

• •

UNM newspaper, The Lobo, seems
to be getting "curiouser and
curiouser."
Well, State Supt. of Schools
Leonard DeLayo apparently doesn't
think The Lobo has much to offer
him. DeLayo said publicly· a few
days ago that he has asked the editor
of The Lobo to take his name off the
mailing list because of the naughty
pictures it sometimes publishes.
DeLayo's actions are interesting,
but even more interesting are the
comments made by the editor of the
Albuquerque Journal who said that
De Layo displayed a lack of
tolerance.
The Journal also said that The
Lobo "has been doing a good job of
reflecting .,
the doings and thinking on
campus ...
If it is true that The Lobo
represents the thinking or a majority
of students at UNM; then the doings

Letter to the Editor
April22,1970
Dear Miss Laidlaw:
Pictures like the one in your
publication this past week and your
continued poor choice of journalism
effort makes it more difficult each
day to recommend students to come
to UNM.
I am both a taxpayer and a high
school principal. Every day I have
the opportunity and the need to
recommend our various institutions
of higher education to senior
students. If I use your newspaper as
a criteria for judging UNM, the
problem becomes simple - I
couldn't recommend the one school
in the state that we should all look
up to.
William W. Laos
Carlsbad Municipal Schools
Note: I also received some chain.
postcards from the southern part of
the state. But lest the wrong
impression be given, since Sen. Ike
Smalley said I cleaned up The Lobo,
my hate mail quoto has gone way
down. It's good to have God on my
side.
·-

Rep. Manual Lujan (R-N.M.), in
a letter to the White House, urged
a conference between Chris
Vineyard, spokesman of the UNM
chapter of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VV A W) and
President Nixon. Vineyard met
Lunan during the recent VVAW
march to Washington.
"I explained to Chris that it is
difficult to get a personal
appointment with the President.
There is a question whether there
will be an appointment. But you
never can tell. It depends on how
the letter hits, whether they like
his approach," Lujan said.
Lujan was on campus Friday to
address a public forum on revenue
sharing and executive
reorganization sponsored by the
political science. depat·tment.
Along with Lujan were Rep.
Hamilton Fish, Jr. (R·N.Y.) and
Rep. William Steiger (R·Wis.)
Vineyard had no statement
about the proposed trip, but said
that Lujan "was helpful and very
easy to reach."
During the open forum held in
the biology buildillg, room 100,
Lujan, Fish and Steiger explained
their feelings 011 the revenue
sharing and executive
reorganization proposals.
The forum is part of the Nixon
administration's information tour
of 45 cities this spring by teams of
legislators.
.
The revenue sharing proposal,
. broken into ge11eral and special
categories, was discussed by
Steiger. Revenue sharing would
h1clude money returned to state
governments from taxes.

N,onday, May 3, 1971

Distribution would be a
designation of percentages of the
nation's taxable personal income
with 1.3 percent as the
recommended portion.
Of the $5 billion expected to
come from the program, New
Mexico
would receive
$31,814,159.
Grants
Special revenue sharing grants
would be available in the areas of
law enforcement, manpower
training, urban, development,
transportation, rural development
and education.
New Mexico would receive
$2,096,000 for law enforcement;
$9,165,000 for manpower
training; $8,223,000 for urban
development in Albuquerque;
$20,813,000 for transportation;
$11,274,635 for rural
development; and $30,762,000
for education, according to a
report made by Lujan's office.
"Th~; state will be able to use
money in the way they see the
problems, not the way I see them
from the sixth disLrict in
Wisconsin," Steiger said.
Fish, in introducing the matter
of executive reorganizatlot1, said it
"lacks sex appeal. It is my job to
explain that the lady does have
certain contours making certain
necessary functions possible."
Reorganization is necessary
because of "structural weakness
m1d impaired structural goals."
The proposal would divide the
various departments of the
executive branch of the
gover11ment i11to four headings:
human research, natural resources,

community development and
economic development, Fish said.
Commenting on a question
concerning funds spent for
defense in Vietnam being used in
domestic areas, Fish said. "There
is a shift in priorities now."
Military Role
Concerning the role of the
military in the national budget, "a

volunteer army would cost more.
We can't continue to shortchange
the military, keeping them at the
poverty level. We can't make them
a sacrificial lamb," Steiger said.
He added he thought the draft
will be voted out of existence
within two or three years.
In the area of federal funding
to education, "We should give to

institutions with legitimate
financial distress," Steiger said.
Chances for the revenue sharing
bill in Congress this year? "I don't
know what will come out. There
is not a consensus in Congress for
any of the alternatives," Fish said.
The outlook in Congress for
reorganization ''is very'
pessimistic," Steiger said.

Lobo Review

Action Group Confronts GM, Board Policy

Mystery Suffuses Morley Drama
Thank God for the program
notes to John Roc's "Fire,"
playing at the University of
Albuquerque Theatre, which tell
you " ... the element of mystery
suffuses this play. One wonders
about the identity of the
characters... "
I was afraid I was supposed to
have the whole thing figured out
by the time it ended.
This is another one of those
really strange plays directo1· Jim
Morley brought back from his
visit to London. It's typical in
that it presents almost as much of

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74

No. 131

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 8"'.J.06
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daily every regular week of the Univc~sity year bY the Board of Student
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of the University of New Mexico, and is
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a challenge to the audience as it
does to the actors, Also rather
typically- unfortunately- there
was only about half an audience
in the small -capacity quonset hut
theater Friday evening, There are
too many Albuquerqueans who
are unawate that Morley is
delightfully experimenting with
the most progressive theatre in
this area.
The play presents an equally
enormous challenge to the acting
abilities of each of the eight
players. If for no other reason, it
is worth the time solely to witness
how magnificently each of them
handles each insane role. In this
respect, "Fire" must be rated the
best drama I have ever seen in
Albuquerque.
Which is not to say it is a
thoroughly enjoyable evening of
entertainment which everyone
should rush out to see. For
dedicated theatre buffs who
delight in witnessing technically
superb individual performances,
no matter what the contextfine. But if you're less than
fanatical, go prepared to
concentrate on every line, and
quickly.
Shakespearean Rhetoric
It's extremely fast - paced. Roc
employs the Shakespearean - like
device of plays on words, but

LA SOCIETE DU CINEMApresents

FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT'S
'

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER
MONDAY :\lAY 3, 1971 7:30 P.:\1.
STUDENT UNION THEATER

carries it further, A typical
exchange might go like this; Actor
"A" comes out with an innocentsounding line. Actor "B" picks
out one word and, using a
different meaning for that word,
makes his comment. "A" goes
back to his meaning of the word,
picks out a word "B" used, and
turns it around. And so on, back
and forth half a dozen times or
mor~, until they wind up talking
about something altogether
different from what they started
with. It doesn't help that much of
it is screamed, and shot back and
forth so rapidly they virtually
interrupt each other. If you're
lucky, you caught half of it.
"Fire" may be a work of genius,
but you'd have to read the script
to find out.
Basically, the theme is
corruption. It is a struggle
between the satanic Jason, played
by Raul Huerta, and the last
bastion of "righteousness,"
Marco, played by Michael Esser.
The other six represent the
various breeds of men who one by
one succumb to Jason's plea to
vote for "fire," as he plays upon
their unique weaknesses. "Fire"
means "war" "death""destruction," and one of Roc's
final messages is the gloomy
prospect that there is n,o hope for
peace on earth because each man
has a fatal flaw which, in the final
accounting, will force him to
choose "fire" over his own
personal boogeyman.
Not one of the eight actors can
be cited for flaws, so with proper
praise to all I'll simply Jist the
others: Jean Fish played Lorna;
Bruce Karcher played Ronald;
Alec .Slinde was Stanley; Joe Ward
was Walter; Liz Keigh, Delia; and
Kay Murdick, Sarah.
If anyone can be singled out it
would be Alec Slinde his
Stan) ey, the "paragon" of
perversion, was probably the
toughest role, and he played it
disgustingly to the hilt, yet with a
beautiful touch of sympathy. My
personal favoiite, though, was
Bruce Karcher's Ronald- you'd
swear there was a five • year - old
in that young man's body. I
wouldn't be surprised if he
studied some kids in preparation
for the part.
The ninth star of the show was,
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By JUDY GONZALES
body which would give a stronger
The deci'sions made by and perhaps a more effective voice
corporations and the · resulting to individual and small
policy have traditionally reflected shareholders of General Motors.
the views of an elite; a selected Although Campaign GM suffered
few whose viewpoints determine a few set backs in its proxy battle,
whether a corpo1·ate body enthusiasm was stirred up and
continues producing napalm or generated to constituents of other
continues its reinvestments corporations sharing beliefs
abroad.
similar to those of Campaign GM.
"In view of General Motor's
This year Campaign GM has
policies in the past, the need for taken a new approach in
broadening the nomination confronting General Motors with
process is evident", asserts issues that focus on the electoral
Campaign GM. Campaign GM is a process and the increased role in
committee sponsored by The the decision-making taken by the
Project on .Corporate average shareholders. Campaign
Responsibility, (Project), a GM is especially interested in the
non-profit corporation concerned universities. Campaign GM
with the policies of General members argue that the
Motors and the corporation's universities have an obligation to
responsiveness to public needs.
consider the social, as well as the
Last year Campaign GM financial stake in coroporations
submitted nine resolutions to that they own.
General Motors at the annual
Campaign Committees have
stockholder's meeting with hopes formed at several campuses
of instituting changes in the around the country. Stanford,
internal structure of the corporate Uni versi tv of Michigan and

- \'' .\d'

Photo by Chuck l'cil

Bears don't normally come into
the city, but this one was seen on
the Mall last week as part of the
Kiva Club's Indian Festival. The
week's activities concluded
Saturday night with the Nizhoni
dances. Proceeds from the dances
go to a scholarship fund for
Indian students.

Open Wide

of course, Jim Morley. He had
some great acts to work with, but
it still must have been quite a
chore directing this surrealistic
sense and nonsense. If he didn't
get all the details across, he did
project the mood of this drama
quite nicely, and that's about all
one could realistically hope for.

****

"Fire" will be presented at the
University of Albuquerque
Theatre tonight and Tuesday
night, with the curtain time
sharply at 8 p.m. The price to
UNM students with ID cards is
$1.50, $2.50 for the general
public.
Charles Andrews

I

Repair & :\fainlcnallrc
on all foreign cars

9oreign Car Specialisls

And, who but the world's largest jeweler could create
such magnificent contemporary solitaires as these? Each
exquisite Zale diamond solitaire is mounted in a graceful setting of 14K gold. See our complete selection.

"We had a hell of a lot of
militarlts in the early days. Now
we sit around and let Hollywood
typecast us as drunken and
il,literate."
But Lehman Brightman, a
Creek-Sioux, considers himself to
be militant "only if being a
militant means wanting selfdetermination for your people."
In a speech Friday night at
UNM before a largely Indian
audience of 150, Brightman
attacked the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA), "sell-out" tribal
leaders and the white system in
general, but took a positive view
toward education, unity and
Indian pride.
"We can't find the answer (to
problems) in wine or whiskey or
dope. We need scholars, we need
people in vocation fields, in all
field. If you have a chance for an
education, consider yourself
lucky, because you are,"
Brightman told the young Indians
in the audience.
"Some of you think if you get

-
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Nixon Won't Support
Possible Suggestions
For Pot Legalization
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(UPI) President Nixon said
Saturday that even if a federal
commission studying the effects
of marijuana suggests legalizing
the drug, "I will not follow that
recommendation."
In his impromptu press
conference, the President
emphasized that he continues to
strongly oppose use of marijuana.
"It is not in the best interests
of our young people and not in
the best interest of our country,"
he said.
But he said efforts should be
made to make penalties for usc
and possession of the drug
uniform in all the states.
Two weeks ago, delegates to
the White House Conference on
Youth voted in favor of legalizing
marijuana.
The House Wednesday voted
without opposition to increase the
commission's budget from $1
million to $4 million. The bill
awaits Senate action.

Ecology Task Force
Coordinates Student
Lobbying Programs
College students are being
organized by the Friends of
Animals to work in Washington
this summer as student lobbyists
on behalf of environmental
legislation.
Students joining the new
ecological task force will be
supervised by the group's
legislative arm, the Committee for
Humane Legislation. Activities
will be coordinated with various
programs of other humane and
conservation societies.
"We expect the response from
young men and women in colleges
throughout the country will be
enthusiastic because they are
vitally co!lcerned about the
disappearing wildlife and the
damage being done to our
environment," said Alice
Herrington, president of the
organization.
There is a possibility that some
colleges may grant participants
credit toward a degree, Herrington
said. Although no funds are
available for students, they will be
aided in finding lodgings with
'Washington. families.
Further information can be
obtained from Lewis Regenstein,
Director of Student Lobbyists,
Committee for Humane
Legislation Inc., Suite 310, 905
Sixteenth St. N.W., Washington,
D.C., 20006,

Conscience gets a lot of credit
that belongs to cold feet.
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Five Points Shopping Center
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Here's the bike designed for the setious
cycling girls who want "more" from their
bike than Just a ride around the block.
lO·speed goo" that cat up the miles
effortlessly, drop handlebars, sport$ sad·
die, dual position brake levers and a
number of other fealures pocked into
this ovtstonding bik~. Drop in lor a test
ride and find out for your<olf what a
difference a Schwinn mokesl

10 speed trainer
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the stockholders, but, in the
common case, by a board of
directors which narcissistically
they selected themselves," said
John K. Galbraith in his book
"The New Industrial State".
Campatgn GM members assert
the present method of nominating
and electing its directors is not
living up to the claims made for
shareholder democracy. Share

POSTERS
Giant 2.4" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
your Favorite Picture.
Just send your black
and white or color snapsitar for Speedy One
Wuok Service.

$398 eac h

an education you sell out your
people. If you have an
opportunity to get an education
and you don't, then you sell out. •
You don't become white by
getting an education. Education is
a vehicle by which you can go
back and help your people."
Brightman cited statistics
showing over half the 22,000 BIA
employes arc white, and 90
percent of th~ top BIA executive
positions are filled by whites. In
addition, surveys show 25 percent
of the BIA teachers "do not like
teaching Indians," he said.
Presently the BIA re,locates
many Indians in urban areas. "It's
a one-way trip into the cities, and
Indians eventually have to move
into the ghettos to exist. Indians
receive no prior counselling about
the city. They are not used to the
regimentation. On the reservation,

lowest self-concept of all minority
groups," Brightman said.
"Some of us now call ourselves
Native Americans because 'Indian'
is a term given to us by a white
man- a lost white man," he
added.
He s u g g e s t e d
t rib a I
governments set up their own
credit unions, car agencies and
tourist shops on the reservations.
He pointed out trading posts on
the Navajo reservation alone last
year grossed over $20 million.
"The BIA is supposed to regulate
what these places charge. The BIA
is supposed to regulate the
quantity and quality of what
these places charge- they don't
do any of these things," he said.
He also suggested liquor be
legalized on reservations so
Indians who are drinking would
be off the highways, and the tribe

Indians are kept dependent for

would get moneyt'O set up clinics,

their health, education and
welfare," Brightman charged.
"This is not an Indian
problem- it's a white problem.
They created it, nurtured it, and it
exists today. Indians don't lead
the nation in poverty and bad
health because we want to."
The average life-expectancy fo1·
Indians is 42 years as compared to
68 years for non-Indians. Eye
diseases almost unknown off
reservations are common on them.
In addition, tests show Indian

alcohol treatment centers, or
scholarships.
He also suggested boycotts and
picketing of places which
discriminate against Indians,
adding that a United Native
American survey showed New
Mexico was highly discriminatory
toward Indians.
"I don't hate white people; I
hate what white people have done
to Indians," he said. "But the
reason we're in such a .pathetic
situation is we've suffered in

high

school seniors have
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holders do not effectively
participate in the nomination
process.
Each shareholder has the voting
power which is determined by the
amount of stock he owns in the
corporation. Each share is equal
to one vote.
Only a small fraction of the
corporation electorate is
represented at the annual
meetings and management
in traduces its proposals after
having nominated the candidates
to be elected to the board of
directors.
In 1969, two board vacancies at
General Motors were filled, and
James Roche, chairman of the
board explained the process of
selection at the 1970 shareholders
meeting.
"We considered no others,"
Roche replied when a shareholder
asked what other people wem
being considered for nomination.
"Arc we entitled to know how
you decide which man to
nominate?", the same shareholder
asked.
"Different members of the
board get together and agree on
the proposed candidates
submitted to the entire Board for
their approval," Roche responded.
Roche also said that no other men
were considered to become
directors outside of their own
choice.
This year Campaign GM asks in
a proposal that consumers, dealers
and employes, important GM
constituents, be given a voice in
the selection of three General
Motors directors.
Another proposal of the
committee solicits support of
concerns providing the
shareholder the minimum amount
of information needed to
determine whether the
Corporation is meeting its public
responsibilties.
Phi lip Moore, executive
director of Project said if the
proposals presented by his
organization (through Campaign
GM) are adopted, the complexion
of the corporate body could

Urges Self-Help, Tribal Pride to Overcome Problems

'
'
Solitaires
from $100

Columbia "to name a few, are
implementing plans to assure the
university's vote on Campaign GM
to be responsive to the views of
the entire university community.
In the past the policies of a
corporation have been- the
products of an esoteric entity,
"The men who now run the large
corporations are selected not by

Indian Spol(esman Criticizes BIA

''

~;;;;~;;;;;;:;;~~Diamond
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pub] icizing information about
other organizations who plan to
submit proposals on vital issues to
other corporations. Consequently
General Motors and other
corpqrations will be faced with
issues put forth by organizations
which seek to modify the current
directions corporations arc
following.
Dow Chemical Company's use
of napalm has been challenged by
the Medical Committee for
Human Rights. The committee
has proposed that Dow
discontinue the production of
napalm.
General Motors in South Africa
has had submitted a p1·oposal by
the Domestic and Foreign Mission
Society of the Episcopal Church
calling for the termination of the
Corporation's investments in
.South Africa as soon as possible.
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greater participation of the
average shareholder in the
decision-making of General
Motors.
Campaign GM, along with its
proposals, has also been
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Mailer, Women Critics
Dispute Feminine Image

Sandra Schauer
Managing Editor

editorial
Congress mens' Tour Administration Ad

..

Three Republican Congressmen visited
New Mexico this weekend, with a brief stop
at UNM, to push the Nixon administration
revenue sharing plan.
Although billed as an informational tour
by the "Revenue Sharing Task Force," it is
difficult to believe such appearances will not
be a 'low profile' snow job in favor of the
plan.
A glance at the itinerary of the New
Mexico portion of the task forces bears out
this hasty surmise. Appearances included
talks with city officials and civic leaders
from Santa Fe and Albuquerg.1.1e, Bernalillo
county commissioners, =state officials
including the governor and State Planning
Director Keith Dotson, and one early
morning address to the Federation of
Republican Women's convention.
How much time at such stops will be

spent applying varying degrees of political
pressure on local politicos to support the
program?
Despite their admitted uncertainty
concerning the Revenue Sharing Bill's
chances in Congress this year - "There is
not a concensus in Congress for any of the
alternatives," Rep. Hamilton Fish, Jr.
(R.-N.Y.)- the speakers blithely outlined
potential dollar amounts that would go to
critical areas of need such as manpower
training, education and transportation.
Such seeming guarantees of money that does
not yet exist is misleading.
Any attempt to explain complex federal
monetary programs is admirable, but using
the prestige and political suasion of the
Congress to fertilize grassroot support for
revenue sharing is abasing.
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"Gimme that! What' do you know about demonstrating?"

£etters. • •
. Lobo Letter Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for publication.
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group
member. The letter will carry that
name, plus the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.
The Lobos also welcomes
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
signed guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the
eidtorial policy of The Lobo or
the policy of ASUNM, GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut do to space
limitations.

or contribute the money to a fund
for Zimmerman Library.
Students will be admitted to
the June 6 commencement
exercises whether they're in caps
and gowns or in street clothes (as
long as they have a receipt from
the cashier's office to show that
they've contributed to the
library.)
Students have been
complaining bitterly about the
inadequacies of the library for
some time now. Here's a chance
to do something for the library
and the many students who will
have to use it in the future,

Poll Workers Thanked

•

The ASUNM Elections
Committee wishes to take this
opportunity to thank all of those
students who volunteered to work
as poll workers and who assisted
in moving voting machines for last
Wednesday's elections.
Ann Paterson,
John Boudreaux
Elections Committee Co-chairmen

UNM administrators have
agreed not to hinder the Mortar
Board plan. Other universities
around the country tried the plans
last year in the wake of campus
disturbances. At one Wisconsin
university the plan met with
overwhelming success and led to
an overal modernization of
commencement exercises.
Hopefully the students of UNM
Library Gift Option
will respond as well as the
A degree from an unaccredited Wisconsin students. For those
institution is of little value. In last who have already ord~>.red caps
year's accreditation report the and gowns it's not too late to
North Central Assoc. of Colleges cancel your order (this can be
and Secondary Schools indicated done up until one week before
great displeasure at the graduation according to the memo
overabundance of programs at the seht to all graduates by UNM
University coupled with the great Secretary John Durrie). Those
inadequancy of Zimmerman students who have an extra $4.25
Library. So Mortar Board dec·ded are welcome to wear the cap and
to get some money for the library gown, as well as contribute to the
by providing graduating seniors fund." But in a year when money
and master's candidates with a for the University is so scarce
choice: either pay $4.25 (or more practicality must take priority
for some) to rent a cap and gown over ceremonial accoutrements,
Page 4

Round One

Mailer vs. Jacqueline Ceballos, head of the New York
chapter of the National Organization of Women (NOW)Ceballos argues equal rights for women. "All humanity, all
humanity," poet Gregory Corso shouts wildly and exits from
the audience. "Is there anything in your program that would
give men the notion that life would not be as boring as it is
today?" Mailer asks.- A draw.
Round Two
Mailer vs. Germaine Greer, British author of "The Female
Eunuch"- "We broke our hearts trying to keep our aprons
clean", Greer says, explaining it is impossible to be both
goddess of love and menial drudge and denouncing the male
artistic ego. She wears slinky black and silver fox, symbolic
mirror around her neck. "Diaper marxists," Mailer counters.
A woman can be "a goddess and a slob at different
moments." -Draw.
Round Three
Mailer vs. Jill Johnston, Village Voice dance columnist and
proselytizing lesbian - ''All women are lesbians except those
who don't know it," Johnston declares in a free verse, free
association manifesto. Two women materialize onstage and
all three roll around, embracing warmly. "Come on, Jill, bt~ a
lady," Mailer pleads. Johnston and friends leave the stage on
a voice vote from the audience.- Round to Mailer.
Round Four
Mailer vs. Diana Trilling, literary critic - Trilling takes
Mailer to task for suggesting in a magazine article that all
women were "totally fulfilled in motherhood" but adds, "I
would gladly take even Mailer's biology to the feminist's no
biology of my sisters." ~ Round to Miss Trilling.
Unscheduled Round
Mailer vs. Susan Sonbg- Mailer sums np thoughts ahnnf·
.. fine ladies," "bplPndid ladies'' and .. leading lady critic.,.
Sontag, a leading woman critic and novelist, rises from the
audience to scold him for the patronizing label. :\1aih>r
promises to reform, backslides immediately.- No scoring.
Most judges ruled the fight a draw but the New York
11 Times made its decision in a headline Saturday: "Norma
'i Mailer vs. Women's Lib".
L

and the ceremony need not suffer
as a result. Students are invited to
contribute to the fund even if
they're onlv freshmen who ean
only spare 25 cents.
Maria Geer,
Mortar Board

Crafts Fund Plea
The members of the crafts area
staff, some of the people using its
facilities, combined with an
apparent general dissatisfaction
over many student government
allocations were responsible for
the defeat of the budget.
Speaking only for the crafts
area, we were dissatisfied with the
SEnate allocation which was only
sufficient to supply four-five
qualified craft personnel - no
money for equipment, none for
suppligs. In effect, no money on
which to operate.
After having read the campaign
statements of many of the Senate
candidates, which denoted a trend
away from complete activism and
towards service orientation, we
felt that the crafts areas would
have a better chance of increased
funding if the budget were
defeated and if the new Senate
were to draw up the new one.
The crafts area is the only place
that any and all students can
create with candles, a potter's
wheel, ceramics, silkscrren,
jewelry, printing, photography,
etc. We feel it is necessary and

I

NEW YORK (UPI) - NoJ;man Mailer vs. women's
liberation: the novelist, prize - winning journalist and master
of machismo takes on assorted sparing partners in four
·
rounds of debate before a sellout crowd in Town Hall.
Fight fans paying $25 for ringside seats, $10 for the
bleachers Friday night included Norman Podhoretz, editor of
Commentary, historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr., Jean and
Stephen Smith of the .Kennedy family, Jules Feiffer, Phillip
Roth, Ned Rorem, Robert Brustein, Marya Mannes and stars
of the New York Review of Books.
The Round-By-Round Summary:

essetttial service that we provide.
Nowhere else on campus can the
averagp student rPceive instruction
in all craft areas.
We only ask for sufficient funds
to purchase much needed
additional equipment and suppli!'s
to enable us to provid<> the best
possible servic<> for the least
('Xpense to all student-groups and
organizations with experiPilC<>d
assistance available.
Sydney Suttman,
for the crafts area

Alumni Thanks
On behalf of the Alumni Assoc.
and its 34,000 membership, its
President, Si Nanninga as well as
myself wish to thank this year's
student Senate and Eric Nelson
for their favorable and unanimous
decision regarding Senate
Resolution No. 13.
Several weeks ago, I
approached the Senate
(non·quorum) in session with an
appeal. I asked their cooperation
in securing dates and times that
campus facilities could be used to
further develop community,
student and alumni relations
programs as seen desirable by the
Alumni Assoc.
I specifically asltcd for two
weekends a year for our needs.
Homecoming week was the first
within my thinking as the most
desirable time to undertake a

Campus Editor ................................ Bob Hlady
Arts & Media ........ , ................. , . , ••. Charles Andrews
Sporrs Editor ........................ , .... , •.. Mntk Sanchez

•

more far-reaching alumni relations
project. Again, and ct>r!ainly
within my own thiuldug,
HotnPcoming was and is
s:vnonvmous with alumni
r~lurning to campus from around
the stalP and nation, meeting and
gTI'eting tlwir friends, and being
cordially and cong<>nially hosU•d
by volunte1•r stud('nt commiltPI'S.
The second Wl'Pkend, a spring
date, wa~ also discuss1•d. 'fhis
week end would primarily
attempted tobring the
Albuquerque community and its
UNM alumni closer to the
campus, its faculty and students.
This premise was accepted by the
ASUNM Senate: Senators
Buckner, White and Clauschee
introduced a resolution to Senate
as basically derived from the
discussion within the Senate
session. The resolution was passed
by Senate and signed by ASUNM
President Eric Nelson.
The Alumni Assoc. appreciates
our new acquired responsibilities
and looks forward to working
closely with those students who
wish to assist with homecoming
and/or our spring program. Our
most pressing and immediate need
will be to select from the student
body chairman and committee
members to assist with these
events.
Thanks once again to the
ASUNM Senate and Eric Nelson.
Gwinn "Bub" Henry,
Director, Alumni Relations

-- \
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Title Hopes Fade for NM;
UTEP1.,racl(men0verrun Lobos Drop Twin Bill to UTEP

UNM Child-Care Center Filled
Low Income Parents Get .Preference on Waiting List
cared for are attached. There are and Wednesdays, they take turns
four paid employes of the Co-op: bringing the child to class.
a secretary, a fulltime worker in Speaking of his son during classes,
the baby room, a parttime worker the graduate student said "he's
in the main room, and a fulltime normally very well behaved. We
worker who is also the executive try to make sure he has a coloring
book or something not noisy to
director of the Co·op.
George Bradbury, active in the play with. Sometimes he seems to
Co-op, was asked about possible be more interested in the class
'
expansion of the facility. He said than I am."
UNM,
through
ISRAD,
is
"we're at optimum size l'ight now.
involved
in
a
child
care
operation
The way to increase service is to
of potential interest to some UNM
start another center."
At present, however, the students. This program is centered
creation of another child-care at San Ignacio Church, in
center on campus seems a dim Albuquerque's north valley. It
possibility, The Child Care Co-op serves children who live in the
budget presented to Senate was Model Cities neighborhood and
cut by that body. Holden said whose parents do not make more
that the budget cut "could be than $100 per month for each
lived with." As the ASUNM family member. 136 children
budget was voted down in currently attend the San Ignacio
Wednesday's election, however, it Child Development Center.
The majority of UNM students
appears that the Co·op will not
with
pre-school children are
have to live with that budget. For
obliged
either to take care of their
the moment, its budget remains
children themselves while they 1"\
unwl'itten.
1
GSA President Bert Hansen, attend school or to enroll their
offspring
in
a
private
child-care
speaking at GSA budget hearings
Wednesday night said the Child • program. The first alternative is i ·
Care Co·op "is one of the top often inconvenient, the second
may be too costly.
priorities of GSA."
Bradbury said "I can't imagine
what parents do who aren't in the
Co·op and can't afford private
child care. How can they study?"
One male graduate student gave
an idea of what parents in this
position do. The student, who
An "International Walk for
would not give his name, is the Development," to raise money for
father of a 4 ·year· old boy. His the hungry people of the worlc!, i~
wife is an undergraduate who has being participated in by a group
classes five days a week. He has of AI buquerque high school
- . - ... ..,.....,. .__
classes Mondays and Wednesdays. students.
Except that both parents have
The walk, sponsored by the
classes on Mondays and American Freedom from Hunger
Wednesdays at 12:30, their class Foundation (AFHF), is planned
Strumming Along
times do not conflict.
for May 8. Participating young
Thus they are able to take turns people will solicit businesses as
watching their child. On Mondays sponsors to pay each walker 10
cents to $10 per mile, to be
COUPON
donated to projects approved by
Bring this
AFHF.
ad-save
David
Hubbard,
an
$18.85
Albuquerque high school student
started the planning for the walk
Wednesday Night, May 5th
in Albuquerque. He said anyone
Rabies Shots
6:00p.m. until 9:00p.m.
who would like to participate is
The Veterinarians Association
welcome, and must find his own is holding a rabies clinic for dogs
sponsors.
on May 2 and for cats on May 3.
The Albuquerque · walk is The shots will all be $3. Shots for
planned to start at Roosevelt Park
dogs only will be given at The
With
and loop around the city for 25
Livestock Pavilion (fair grounds),
Matching
miles to return to the starting Valley High School, and Harrison
Expansion
Band
point at the park.
Jr. High. Shots for cats will be
Major operative of the walks,
given at all individual vet clinics
which will be held in 39 countries
the following day.
simultaneously with those in
2-Year Guarantee
Best Value in U.S.A.
other states, is "to focus
Art Exhibits
Bring this advertisement with $5.95 to our store and
worldwide attention on those
Colin Wavell, a graduate
receive one of our genuine $24.50 brand new Swiss
measures necessary to enable
student from En!!land in the
every man to :tl'hi~v-e a d~ctnt
import jeweled quality wrist watches. Keeps correct
department of ffne arts, will
standard of living and his highest
time, glows in the dark, bcuuti:f-ul luminous dial,
present his Master's Thesis May
individual development," said
sweep second hand, lifetime mainspring. Shockproof,
3·8 at the International Center.
Mike McCoy, U.S. Youth
dust-proof, anti-magnetic, brilliant stainless steel back
He will show three works which
Chairman of the walks.
question the traditional idea of
and stainless steel expansion band. Never before has
The project also hopes to focus
sculpture as an esthetic object.
such a low price brought such high quality, and so
on reducing worldwide military
smart a watch. The price of this watch after the sale,
expenditures, pro vi ding a
Lobo Goof
$24.50. Come early-supply limited. Now you can
minimally sound diet for the
The freshman-level philosophy
own a fine jeweled timepiece with precision accuracy
world population and reversing
course Analisis del Ser Mexicano y
and longtime quality craftsmanship at a low price. All
the degradation of the earth and
El Ser Chicano has not yet been
its environment.
sales final. Sorry, no phone or mail orders. Only
definitely rescheduled for next
This year's goal is to raise $5
$5.05-no fed. tax. The Economy-Priced Quality
semester,
as reported in last
million in the U.S. The United
Watch. Limit 2 watches to each ad.
Thursday's
Lobo. The course is
Nations is helping sponsor
under
consideration
for
worldwide walks to help raise
rescheduling
at
this
time.
money for domestic and
Nothing
international
self-help projects
Ladies'
Latin American Forum
Cheap About
from nutrition education among
Sizes:
This Watch
The
Latin American Forum will
American
Indians
to
scholarships
Men's
Except
sponsor the last of a series of
for
South
Korean
youth.
Boys'·
and
The Price!
programs concerning Latin
Girls'
Hubbard has enlisted the help
America May 5 at 7 p.m. The
of about 10 friends to organize
Corner of Central at Yale Ph. 243-4446
program, which is entitled "The
the walk in Albuquerque but
This watch must be seen to be appreciated. Compare with any
Church and Social Change in
hopes
to
"raise
interest
around
watch selling for $24.50 for durability, accuracy, appearance,
Latin .A.mcrica," w-Hl include
town
and
get
many
more
beauty and style. A 2-year written guarantee.
discussions, slide presentations
volunteers to participate."
.,.. COUPON
and lectures.

By PETER KA TEL
UNM students who are parents
or small children are likely to have
a difficu!L time in arranging for
the care of their children while
they attend classes,
The Child Care Co-op in Mesa
Vista Hall funded by ASUNM and
GSA is filled to capacity and has a
:waiting list "of about 50 names"
according to a member.
Co-op members explained that
parents with relatively low
incomes are given preference on
the waiting list.
The fees charged by
commercial child-care operations
are high enough to be prohibitive
to the average student family.
Four private child-care companies
located near the University were
found by the Lobo to charge from
$13.50 to $15.00 a week for
supervising children up to six
years of age for five days a week.
The alternative to having one's
child cared for - bringing it to
class has proven to be
unsatisfactory in at least one
instance.
In this case, Michelle
deJ o urdan, an undergraduate,
brought her infant daughter to a
class. The child cried and the
instructor asked deJourdan to
leave.
The Child Care Co-op has
facilities for the care of 10
infants. The Co-op is presently
caring for about 115 children all
told, said Samuel Holden,
chairman of the Co-op's board of
directors. ParenLs whose children
attend the Mesa Vista facility pay
monthly dues of $15 and are
required to work at the Co-op for
three hours a week.
The Co-op is housed in a large
room in Mesa Vista. An office and
a small room in which infants are

Students Will Walk
Around City May 8
For World's Hungry
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3 Hours Only
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'l'he UTEP Miners held on to
their undefeated record in dual
meets by crushing rival New
Mexico in a WAC track meet by
the score of 92-35.
The score doesn't really tell the
story of the meet as UTEP was
without the service of Paul
Gibson, the present collegiate
champion in the 120-yard hurdles.
UTEP track coach Wayne
Vanderburg said that if Gibson,
who normally competes in four
running 'events, had been healthy
UTEP might have gotten 32 more
points.
UTEP, who won 11 of the
competition's 17 events, showed
they were out for blood early
when they took the first two
places in the 1 00-yard run. The
Miners were paced by sprinter J.J.
Jackson who flew across the wire
in 9.3 seconds. He was followed
by teammate Rudplph Ried who
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Photo by Churk Fcil

John Kaplan, a work study
student, lets two youngsters strum
on his guitar as part of a learning
experience. He is part of the staff
of the UNM child co·op.

I CAMlPU§ BRIEF§ I

Honors Assembly

ELTON JOHN
plus

special guest stars

May 15
8:30 pm
Tickets $-4 advance

UNM Arena
$5 at the door · '
..
($3 advance: with student [,J;>.)
on sale at·· SUB ticket booth

The annual Honors Day
The A I b u que r que Fire Assembly, sponsored by the
Department is recruiting men 18 Khatall Chapter of Blue Key
to 60 • years · old for a volunteer natiortrll honorary, will be held in
the Union Ballroom May 4 at
fire fighting unit.
Instruction in firefighting, 7:30p.m.
An inaugural address by new
rescue and first aid will begin June
1. The course includes 130 hours student body president Ken

The Draft and Military
Information Service offers an
intensive week-long course in
Selective Service law, practice and
procedure for a small fee May 3-7.
Topics for discussion include
history, structure and
administration of the Selective
Service, alternatives to induction
and "specialized problem areas."
For further information, call
the Draft and Military
Information Service at 277-.1747,
the Crnduatc Student Assoc1atlon
at 277-3803 or ASUNM at
277-5528.
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STUDY SOUNDS
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Norelco introduces the micro-thin head.
Shaves up to 44% closer, SO% faster
than ever before.
[oc' -r,., · 1New super Microgroove"'
heads shave
you up to 44% closer than the ones
that beat the blades. ~
New 90-slot design ({jl shaves
, you up to 50% faster,
'-!/and far
smoother than last year's.

Colloquium
James Jett of the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory will speak
on accurate crosssection
measurements and their effect on
phase shift analyses at 2 p.m. May
3 in room 184 of the physics and
astronomy building.

...

ICf'~"WL...!0.09mm-thin

I.

'
'

I
i

Whichever 'il'ipleheader III
you buy, cord model or
rechargeable, you get
new micro-thin
heads-plus all the
proven quality
features of
the world's
favorite.
Rotary
action for
smoother
shaves.
Floating
heads to follow
your face. lR
self-sharpening blades. With
pop-up trimmer for
sideburns. And metal
travel wallet.

I

'
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Monday, May 3
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union,
room 231-C; 1 p.m.
Ski Club; Union. room 231-D; 1:30
p.m.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon~ Union, rootn
250 ..E~ 2~30 p.m.
Panhollenle Council; Union, room
231-B; 4 p.m.
Tolvil Club Pl~dgcs; Union, room
231-D; 6:30p.m.
La Societe Du Cinema; Union
Theater: 7 p.m.

I

Beat the Parldng Problem
the Easy Way:

I

Ride The
Bus

Here it is. MALE'S exclusive LoRiseflare. These slant bottom low
rise slacks stay snug to the knee,
then flare to the bottom. Take the
contemporary fashion lead with
twenty inch bottoms, two front
pockets and two inch belt loops.
Looks great with that douhle
breasted blazer or just for
groovin' with a shirt. Get them
in solid colors and patterns.
Once you climb into them, you
won't want to be out of them.

New Mexico's
largest
selection of
Flm·es and
BellBoUoms

I

Triplehcader Ill
cord model 35T
Most advanced
version of the
world's favorite

shaver.

SHIRTS BooTs AND BELTS

*BEAU*
BBITGHES

Albuq. Transit Sy,stem:842_..7830,

Telephone 298-8280
2001 EuBANK

.'
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The UNM baseball team in the last half of the sixth inning,
watched its WAC title hopes wash with a single, and that set ihe
down the drain in El Paso this stage for Prokopuwicz'
weekend, dropping both decisions game-winning single in the ninth.
of a twin bill with Texas· El Paso,
In the second game, the Miners
4·3 and 6·5.
jumped out t;o a 4·0 lead in the
Both losses came in the last second inning, but the Lobos used
inning, Miner hurler Mark three one-run innings, and a two
Bombard, who won both games in run sixth, sandwhiched around a
the double-header, scored the one·run Miner fifth, to tie the
winning run the first game when score at 5-p and send the game
he scored from second on a into extra innings. In the bottom
two-out single by Miner Bob of the eighth, which is an extra
Prokopowicz. Bombard led the inning if it; appears in a second
ninth win a double.
game of a WAC doubleheader,
The Lobos beat 'the Miners 8-6 Frank Baker opened up with a
in Friday baseball action, and a walk. Lobo hurler Wendell
sweep of the Saturday Franke's wild pitch moved him to
doubleheader would have left second, and Ernie Hernandez' line
coach Bob Leigh's forces with a shot off the center field fence
5·4 conference record, and a scored Baker for the winning sixth
somewhat slim chance of taking run.
the division title. But the Lobos
Franke absorbed the loss in the
now stand at 3-6 in the WAC and second game, while freshman Ron
have a 25-19 overall record, UTEP Adair, regularly first baseman, lost
is 19·22 overall, and has but a 3·8 the first.
league slate. The Lobos are now
five games behind Arizona State
Transcendentalists
and have nine games left to play
Steven Boggs of the Students'
in the season.
International Meditation Society
Bombard's record moved to will give introductory lectures on
11-3 with his two victories over transcendental meditation at 3
the
Lobos, and left him 3-0 and 8 p.m. May 5 in the Alumni
White, fellowship awards,
against
the Lobos this season. He Memorial Chapel.
nominations for honorary
went all the way in the first game,
societ8es, departmental honors,
and finished the second game with
and special merit awards are
two innings of shutout ball.
included. A reception will be held
,.
The Lobos fo~1ght back, from a
by Vice President Harold
• MeROV.£-G
. - .
2·0 deficit in the opener, scoring
Lavender in the gallery ajoining
lmprovo Grodru:1 While DevotfnR
three runs in the sixth on a double
the Same Amount or Tlmo To StUd)'
the baliroom.
USE STUDY SOUNDS
by team leading hitter Bob Faford
Increase Vaur Concanirotjon And lmprnvo
Your
Comprehension,
Study At A Faster Rate.
and back·to-back singles by Larry
ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
Minarsich and Rick Wicks. After a
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Please Specify
Miner error, Armando Reyes
8 Trnck Tnpo, Cl!ssotte, Or LP Record
Dance Workshop
Send C:hock or Monay Order - $9.95 Each
Include 75c Hand/los and Po$laA:a
30 UNM dance students will batted in Wicks with another
Sound Concept&, Inc., Box 3852
single.
The
Miners
tied
the
game
CharlottcnsviUo, VtJ. 22902
give a dance Workshop Open
House May 4 at 7:30 in Carlisle
Gym.
CHANGES
The program includes
Help
a
kid
find
success,
develop confidence and like himself.
interpretation of contemporary
•
\'Vork
with
ages
7-14
• voluntary
·
dance, its accomplishments and
• l-2 Ius. mornings
• from Gf4 to 8/20
meaning, and future directions
UNM Tutoring Project
contemporary dancing might take.
There is no admission fee.
Day 242-1056
evenings 255-9239

Fire Departmeilt Volunteers

Draft Seminars

a KQEO promotion
ASUNM POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
presents
-in concert-

of intensive training distributed
over eight months.
For further information,
contact Capt. Bishop at the Office
of Emergency Preparedness from
8 a.m. until 5 p.m.

. UNM and the New Mexico
Department of Education will
co-sponsor a fellowship program
in bi-lingual and bi-cultural
education at Guadalajara, Mexico,
this summer.
European Jobs
The program will run from
Several
thousand summer jobs
June 21 to Aug. 6 at the
in Europe are still available from
Universidad de Guadalajara and is
Student Overseas Services, on a
open to teachers who are either
currently teaching such courses in first come, first served basis.
Application forms, job listings
New Mexico public schools or
and
discriptions are available for
who will be teaching such courses
$1
from Student Overseas
next year.
Services,
P.O. Box 5173, Santa
Further information and
Barbara,
Calif.
93103. Students
application forms can be obtained
rna
y
a
Is
o
telephone
at (805)
from the UNM Office of
969·1176
between
9
a.m.
and 9
In tern a tiona! Pro grams and
p.m.
Services, 1 717 R oma NE.

R'
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tape at 1:48.8 in the ABU meet.
The Miners also proved their
strength by sweeping the shot put
competition. The UTEP trio was
passed by Fred DeBernardi who
hurled the ball 63·5.
The Lobo's however did
manage a few bright spots. 'l'he
Swedish duo of Per Eric Smiding
and Ulf ,Johannsen once again
turned in sterling performances in
the javelin. Smiding won the event
with a throw of 241-5 3/4
followed by Johannsen with a
229·6 fling.
Another bright spot was a win
in the mile by Lobo Dave
Roberts. Roberts took the race
with a time of 4:08.2, clipping the
two UTEP runners-up by a
second.
The only other big win was
recorded by Rick Mauck in the
high hurdles. Mauck easily beat
the UTEP competitors by clearing
the barriers in :14.2.

CAMPUS BRKEF§

u

I'\

upset UNMs Walter Henderson by
a tenth of a second with a time of
9 . 5. Jackson also won the
220-yard run.
Before the day was over the
Lobo's were in for several other
unpleasant surprises. The first
came when UTEP's Larry Vanley
topped Lobo star Chuck Steffes in
the triple jump. Vanley clipped
Steffes, who has been a consistent
winner for the Lobo's this seaso11,
with a leap of 50 feet, three
inches as opposed to Steffes
50-0'14.
The other shock came in the
half-mile run where UTEP's Greg
Jones paced the field with a time
of 1:50. Second place went to
UNM's Ried Cole with a time of
1:50.09. Lobo standout Tom
Ericson only managed a third.
Two weeks ago Ericson turned in
the best collegiate 880 of the
season when he breezed across the

NEW MEXICO LOBO·

NE

Deluxe Trlpleheacter

111.

Reth~rgeable mo~~

Delivers up to twice the:
shaves per cMI'!!e Of-~Y other
rechargeable. Usc it -wilh or
without the cord.

~rekde!

North Amerltan Philips Corporation,
100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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By MARK SANCHEZ
The Varsity· Alumni game
used io end spring football
practice, with the Lobo varsity
soundly thrashing the old alumni
in a less than glorious manner, by
scores like last year's 70-0 beating.
Saturday's game was different,
however, in that nearly 4000
people went out to University
Stadium to see those valiant stars
of yesteryear and the new-look
wm-look of the present Lobo'
team battle it out in the annual
classic.
New Mexico's rendition of the
Varsity- Alumni classic is
sometimes humorous, sometimes
hilarious and sometimes gives
sportswriters, broadcasters and
the like a look at what to expect
from the Lobos next fall.
Some fans attended to see if
Sam Scar ber still has the old
poop, and can run next year in
Dallas like he could last year here
.
or JUSt
to see who's hot for the'
Lobos..
Saturday's contest, for the
alums, featured the superstars of
old, the pros from All-American
seasons long gone and a sprinkli~g
of varsity players. They gave a fair
account of themselves.
No. 18
Alums Carl Bradford and Carl
Jackson kept the varsity defense
hopping in the first quarter with
some flashes of the brilliant speed
they were known for when they
played on 'the varsity a few
recommended for obvious tactical
seasons ago.
reasons.
Sam Scarber, who is just
Rocky Long and company did
graduating, did the job of rushing display enough potency in the
for the alumns in the first half offense to merit some scrutiny.
along with Bradford and Jackson, He showed speed, maturity and a
picking up 43 yards on the ground better overall knowledge of the
iu ;;iA Ciilt;co.
Feldman system than he did a
Bradford picked up 30 yards in Year ago at this time. He had one
the first half, but the real surprise run of over 50 yards and managed
was not the amount of yarda,ge he 83 yards total rushing at the end
picked up, but the quickness he of the first half on three carries
displayed doing it. He had to leave and finished the game with close
the ball game after the first half to 110 yards.
and didn't suit up for the second
A new face people will see a lot
half. He was limping at the end of of in the backfield will be the face
the half.
of Tony Letuligasenoa
Look at Next Year
(pronounced Le-too-li-ga-se-noah)
The varsity did not show all the who will probably produce th~
power they could have. Scouts inside running power for the
from Texas Tech were said to be Lobos and can be expected to fill
watching the game and a display the vacuum left by Sam Scarber at
of any real -power was not the fullback position.

Classic Gam~ Yields Varsity Win.

,...

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 ward minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or More consecutive days with
no change3 the rate is reduced to 6c
Per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

PERSONALS

1)

O_RTHOpOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES. Monday mghts 7 :30, 521 Spruce SE, Apt,
315. For information call 242-4839 or
write P.O. Box 737, Albuquerque, 87103.
HAVE YOU EVER SAT IN the SUB with
1500 people around you and felt totally
atone 1 Come to Agora, northwest corner
of Mesa Vista, 277-3013.
HELP SAVE AMERICA I Join the American Vigilantes l For infonnation-buy
and read The American Vigilante by
Alaric Branden Pr<Ss, 221 ColumbUs Ave.
Bost<>n, Mass. 02116. $4.95. 5/3
NOT EXACTLY THE SORT of work
your mother had in mind for you ••• sell
the HARD TIMES. See Grant at 115 B
Harvard S.E. or call 255-9706. 5/3
NOT~CE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS mUBt
be m by 3 p.m. to run the following day,

2)

LOST&FOUND

FOUND-A man's watch of good quality
on Terrncc, across from Art Dept. Call
255-7052.

•

REWARD . FOR FIRST TO locate light
gre<!n 1962 VW (N.M. license 22..()1207\
taken from campus parking lot north
Johnson G.vrn. Gall evenings 298-1487
day 298-1818. 5/6
'

of

3)

SERVICES

TYPING SERVICE-rellllonable rate, 9809
Salem N.E. 296-8349. 6/13
BELLY DANCE. Series.:.:..::.:o-::£---:5:--1,.-css-on-s
rneetjng Tuesday morning or Wednea ..
evemng from May 4 or 5. Ncar UNM
255-48U1, Elizabeth. 5/5
'
PASSPORT, application or identification
Photos, !aet and fnexpensive. Near
UNM, Either enll 265-2444, or come to
1717 Girard N.E. 5/4
SEWlliG., REASONABLE, Make dresses,
Pant SUits, aU alterations, 247·3449. 5/3

4)

FORRENT

HOUSE, T~iRE!" BEDROOMS, two blocks
from University - summer only-266·
5139, 5/5

5)

FORSALE

1968. K AWASAK! 120GS, 5000 miles ex•
cel!ent condition. $250.00. 266-8264: 5/5
NEW AM-FM CAR radio-$25.00.
Plete comp. stereo--$75.00 266-2538, 5/3
1964 KARMIN GHIA CONVERTIBLE
a~d motor cycle helmet. Call 266-5384
a.ter 5:00 P.M. 5/3

c;;;;;:

<

Photo by Chuck Feil

No. 18 Rocky Long \viii lead the Lobo attack next year as he did
Saturday against the Alumni team at University Stadium. Long ran
fC?r over 100 yards Saturday and will have a good backfield backing
h1m up next year. Tony Lituligasenoa will fill Sam Scarbers showes
he is directly behind Long and will play along with Nate McCall and
Fred Henry, just out of the picture.
Long and his cohorts put two
touchdowns on the scoreboard in
the first. quarter to take a 14-0
lead. The Lobes set the tone of
the game by taking the lead and
never giving it up.
The alums put six points on
their mark with 14:57 left in the
second quarter but couldn't make
up for two more varsity scores
earlier in the quarter and the score
was 28-6.

The alums could only manage
another score in the final stanza
and a two point conversion but
the varsity also scored one~ and
the final score was 35-14.
The Alums
This year they had what could
probably be described as the ideal
Lobo front line of years past with
such standouts as Paul Smith
defensive tackle for the Denve;
Broncos, Dave Hettema, defensive

process is caught up in the political tensions between Rhodesia and Zambia, Although
Rhodes' will designated three
scholarships for the "Rhodesia
of 1899," since partition in
1965, the selections for both
Zambia and Rhodesia have
been administered from Salisbury, the Capital of Rhodesia.
"It is almost impossible,"
said Grant Crandall, a Peace
Corps veteran fro1n Yellow
Springs, Ohio, "and certainly
risky, for black Zambians to
enter Salisbury for interviews."
The scholars admit Rhodes
did not intend black South
Africans to receive scholarships. His stric.tures against
discrimination by race referred
to Afrikaners vs. Europeans.

All-White Schools
In South Africa, four of the
nine Rho d e s scholarships
awarded yearly are tied by
Rhode's will to All-white secondary schools, segregated by
law. The other five scholarships
are awarded on a geographical
basis, but the Oxford scholars
maintain that these competitions, too, exclude blacks.
In Rhodesia, the selection

Racist Will
"The will is clearly a racist
document," Keys said. "But the
Trust has expanded and liberalized its interpretation in

Four Foot

BLACK LIGHTS

i

!

Bulb and Fixture
15.95 Complete

<

( .: -"".'

;

;::o~:-'·;--:-;:-:-,1
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Strobe Lights
We ha,re a wide selection
of psychodelic lighting thousands ot posters to
choo::;e from. Come 8ee our
Black Li{Jht room· at Ho.t]man tou·n.

,,
.,

I,

)

'l'wo Locations
435 San .Matl'i> NE
256-7241

:~~l.
.

'.- --~

HofTmantown Shopping
Center
296-0311

or advertisement

•1 ,,

. ·'

r·:

ll i

•.

BankAmericard/.Master Charge

FORSALE

COMPLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER
--Not manure or compost. Has valuable
unprocessed trace minerals. S3.50 for 50
lbs. Call 268-9206.
MUST SELL 1970 VW hug r/h ex. cond.
$1600.00. 266-2538. 5/3
TOY POODLES REGISTERED WHITECHAMPAGNE. Good pedigree, reasonable. 247-3449. 5/3

Phol<> by Churk Fell

Mister Goal Line, Bill
"True k er " Cunmngham
·
was a
mainstay in the Alumni defense
last weekend.

COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHT WEIGHT
f~ds for outdooramen.. Rich-Moor and
W1Eon brands.- Introductor sale: Jess
10%. Fremont's Fine Foods, 5&6 Coren ...
ado Center. 5/3

Alone

GETTING IT TOGETHER?
Are you aware of the Mental Health
Teem, providing counseling with students for c variety ol sodol-per.onol
dillkulties? At the Student Health
Center, 277-3136

BLUE JEAN BELLS in alfsizes. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.
1971 HAMBURGERS. Where? FRONTIER
RESTAURANT across from Popejoy
Hall, The lateJt in broiled. food. Call 266·
0550 for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7 :30. 5/5
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AM~
FM multlpl..cx tuner and 4~speaker ays ..
tern. Has mputs lot: tape and phono.
$69.95 or tErms. Umted Freight Sales
3U20 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
'
SUI,.iFti.t!~.tt 8HIHTS-mnny co~ed T-shirts
sleeveless, and string knits .. $1.50 ~~
~j,i-00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES
npver been used. (7) fully equiPPed to
zig-zag, make butwnholes, etc. This is a
first time ,offer and they will go fast at
$49.9G apie.:e. We have threaded them
for YoUr Inspection. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 3/29
1966 IIIUS1'Al-(q GT. 289. Automatic. Excellent condition. 268-8397 after 6. 30
PM. 6/8
'

EMPWYMENT

FREE, FOOD l Klt;<,hen help needed. Frnto''ta.ty, No experience O.K. can 24 7•

MISCELLANEOUS

SIGN CITY . LEATHER at 1419 Central
N.J:J. for fi11e leatherwork; purses, belts,
W\'>~tbelts, ,chok~rs and many other
thmgs at fair J>nces, 6/4
FRIENDS

OF . THE

EARTH·

r·
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

•

POPEJOY HALL
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMIITEE

...............................................!
The Preview of Dennis H_opper's New Film scheduled
for Wed. May 5 has been canceiiP.rl rluo +,. T~~~-.-:
__ ,
I 1:i .... lllll\i(;lf
Difficulties which cannot be overcome. Perhaps we
will see this film at a iater date.
~-

---

;
;

'-V

;I

'

20 000

members, politf<'!nl action, fnte~nati~nal
con~ervation group, which led campaigns

n~tamst

the . Supersonic . Transport
'frans-Al!Ulka Plpellno, nnd Everglades
Jhetport; Urgently needs vo!untechl in
t e Albuquerque office. Will you give 4
h ours !!' Week for a llvnble environment?
26
5-57o8, 5/4
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other areas and they should in
South Africa and Rhodesia, rc-'
g-ardless of apartheid."
Any move to withdraw
Rhodes scholarships from a
country designated by Rhodes'
will would require an act of
Parliament. The move would
not be unprecedented, however.
Germany's scholarships were
removed during hostilities with
Britain and have only been rc::itol-ed within the last deacde.
No Rhodes scholarship has
ever been awarded to a nonwhite from South Africa or
Rhod~sia. There are now, however, more than 15 black South
Africans studying at Oxford,
according to a tally released
by William McCurrine, Rhodes
scholar from Dartsmouth.
McCurrine's fact sheet also
cited a Jetter from Walter
Adams, nod director of the
London School of Economics
and formerly the President of
the University of Rhodesia.

A solitary night custodian sweeps up in the Union cafeteria where
hundreds of students gather every day. The night crew locks itself in
at closing time and has no contact with the outside world until the
Union re-opens in the morning.
See related story on page 5.

D.C. Police Arrest 7000
As Capitol Shutdown Fails
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Anti-war demonstrators
filled the streets with Jogs, nails,
abandoned cars and their own
bodies Monday, but police
stoppt>d them from crippling the
gov~rnment by firing tear gas and
arresting a record 7000 pt>rsons,
including prot<'st leader Rennil.'
Davis.
With up to 10,000 regular
Army troops and Marines aiding
helmeted police squads, Davis and
other demonstration leaders
claimed only llmitPd success in
snarling rush hour traffic on
Potomac River bridges and major
strl'ets and most of those arrest<'d
were not expected to go free in
time for protl'sts early Tuesday.
Not since the 1968 riots
triggered by Martin Luther King
Jr.'s assassination had the
government produced a greater
show of force. The resulting arrest
total was the highest for a single
day in the city's history.
The protests, which launched a
third, more militant week of

Grad Program Evaluation Criticized

THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles complete with large delnx Gerrard changer
and 4-speaker system, $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales; 3920 San
Mateo, open 9 I<> 9. 4/5

7)

Sluggish Protest
The pace of protest is slower here, too. Over two months
ago, two black American
Rhodes scholars and one Maltese scholar circulated a peti~ion protesting the lack of nonwhite scholars from South
Africa and Rhodesia. The petition cited a section of Cecil
Rhodes' will, which established the scholarships, requiring
that "No student shall be qualified or disqualified for election
to a scholarship on account of
his race or religious opinions."
The scholars have asked the
Rhodes Trust to take a public
stand against discriminatory
selection procedures in the two
African countries, The petition
suggested that if South Africa
or Rhodesia cannot comply
with
multiracial
selection,

then
Rhodes
scholarships
should be withdrawn.
Late in March, the Rhodes
Trust finally met to discuss
the issue. E. T. Williams, Warden of Rhodes House and Secretary of the Trust, is expected to release a statement on
the petition shortly.
One of the protest's organizers, George Keys of Wa~h
ington, D.C., said, "The Trust
has been cilcnt too long. What~
ever the obstructions to implementation, a public stand is
needed."
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with Oxford's rational atmosphere, and oesides, the daffodils are out and punting has
begun on the Thames.
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ANYONE with a car who wants to work
construction in Colorado mountains this
summer and share expenSe. High pay,
~o'o'g houl'!', hard work. Need $100 to
Jom a un10n. Bob. 266-3869,
UP AGAINST THE WALL~?-:Th::-er_e_c_o-ul,...d
be alternatives. Agora-NW Corner of
Mesa Vista, 277-3013

Many Lobo followers pull for
the alums because their favorites
from football - games - past were
putting on the old gear to teach
the youngsters a thing or two, but
that never happens.
Paul Smith was impressive as a
seasoned warrior still active in
what some would call the big
leagues and wasn't pushed around
by the Lobo offensive wall. As
one spectator put it, "they're
really trying to block Smith, but
he just ignores them."
For the most part though, it's
the var?ity playNs who keep the
al urns 111 the game. PlayPrs I ike
Bill "Trucker" Cunningham.
Some alums like Chuck
Roberts. til!' clutch·play hero
from tlw late 50's and early 60's
left th<'lr claim to greatness in th~
past. Roberts is the famous hero
of _thl.' 1960 Utah State game, in
wluch he stumbled into the Pnd
zone on a broken play and gained
football immortality at UNM.
Saturday students didn't
remember him for his football
skills, some just recognizing that
Roberts is the assistant Dt>an of
Men and wasn't noted for his
pigskin talent. •
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By TIMOTHY G. SMITll
OXFORD, England (UPI)American student protest has
reached the placid spires of Oxford University, but something
evidently has been lost in the
translation.
A majority of the Rhodes
scholars_ at Oxford have demanded an end to alleged racial discrimination in the selection of :;;cholars from South
Africa and Rhodesia, but the
"protest" has been limited
strictly to petitions and discussions with the Rhodes Trust
Authorities.
There have been no demonstrations, no placards, no strident rhetoric. And now the
scholars-more than 85 of
them are awaiting a public
response from the Rhodes
Trust.
If it were a typical U.S.style protest, it would seem to
be the calm before the storm.
But here, there will be no
storm. It would be inconsistent

y~ar.

.
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rOx/ord Students Protest Discrimination Against Blacks

lineman fo1· the Atranta Falcons
and Dan Silver, one of the best
defensive ends to ev~ry play for
the Lobos, along ,.~vith Rodney
Wallace.
"If the alums had a few more
weeks to practice they would have
won," is the most frequent saying
that circulates at the classic every

The first attempt at quality
control of UNM graduate units is
a recently completed experimental
evaluation of departmental reports. The study outlined "serious doubts" about some programs
Some departments receiving criticism have expressed doubts as
to the validity of the survey.
"The joint committee doing the
screening did a whale of a job,
but the su1·vey methodology is
still being worked out. They stepped on some people's toes and got
some yelps," said George Springer, dean of the Gradaute School.
The Graduate and Curricula
Committees collaborated to form
a joint group to evaluate doctoral
academic programs. In a Jetter to
department chairmen, Springer
said "the Graduate Committee
felt quite urgently that some kind
of an efl'ort to evaluate graduate
programs was n~eded.''
Several departments were cited
by the evaluators as lacking
strength. These included doctoral
programs in chemistry, education,
English, history, biology, and nU·
clear engineering.
A spokesman for th!l nuclear
engineering department criticised
the survey and its results at a l'e•
cent Graduate Committee meeting.
Stronger criticism. of the study
came from James Thorson, director of gl'aduatc studies in the English department. "The evaluation
was half-baked. I wasn't consult-
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ed nor were any of my students
to my knowledge, so I don't think
the evaluators did a very good
job.'' Thorson supported the idea
of departmental evaluations but
said they should be "more thorough and consistent, because the
use of annual reports in the study
was peripheral evidence.''
"Unsubstantiated"
The biology department was
also listed in the survey's findings
as needing a more thorough review. "The study didn't substantiate any of its findings," said
Loren Potter, chairman of that
department, "It made changes
without substantiation. We have a
good department here and the report didn't include any details as
to what is supposedly wrong.''
Even some deaprtments whose
Ph.D. programs were found in
satisfacto1•y condition have found
fault with the study. "We were
rated as doing an adequate job
but the report understated our
[oondition," said Frank Logan
chairman of the psychology riP~
partment. "The American Council on Education cited us as above
acceptable." The Council is a
group which has evaluated college pl'ograms all over the nation.
The project was an experimental effort to lay the groundwork
for further departmental examination and based its recommendations on studies of departmental

annual repotrs and other informa- project to study the departments.
tion requested by John Durrie, "This sort of evaluation had to
start somewhere and had to be
University secretary.
Evaluators received informa- emotional to get interest stirred
tion on the size, admission poli- up."
Hansen said the survey quescies review programs, importions
seemed valid but that he
tance, and faculty salaries of each
"wouldn't
put any weight on the
department in addition to annual
study's
results,
because the evalureports compiled by the head of
ation
will
be
fiat
turned around in
each unit.
many
cases."
"In principle everyone supports
To continue the evalaution on
the idea of departtnental evaluations. The Gradaute Committee a yearly basis, the Graduate
and I agree it is an uncomfortable Committee has approved recomsituation because of the illogic mendations by the evaluation
built into our present system," subcommittee and has set up ad
said Springer. "We are asked to hoc teams for further study of
approve new programs but never departments listed as lll<',king
look at them again. We should "strength."
"Other schools evaluate their
look at all of our programs perigraduate progra1ru1. The UNM
odically."
The question of not what to do, Graduate Committee should have
but how to do it, has been raised the responsibility for graduate
by critical gra1luate departments. departments rather than just the
heads,''
asserted
"People have qaulms as to the department
methodology and screening pro- Springer. He added that the evalcess of the study,'' said Springer, uation might make departments
"But we have made a start." He sensitive to the need to balance
noted that the screeni11g of de- their obligations to the students
partmental reports alone is not a and the Univesrity.

perfect wa.3- to -evaluate because
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the reports are a routine operation, but suggested the continued
use of additional informal.iarf 1:3ulicited by the Univesrity secretary.

Prevent
departmental
empire
building. Evaluation should keep
~11 of UNM's graduate prog~.·ams
m balance to emphasise quality
rather than quantity,'' said Hansen. Springer agreed that departmental growth was "only a good
thing if it benefits students, and
:growth unmatched by resources
isn't good.''

GSA Supllort
Expressing pleasure a the evaluation attempts, Bert Hansen,
GSA president, supported the

C'l

demonstrations for an early U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam, was
nonviolent for the most part and,
with the exception of scatter~d
incidents in fringe ar~as, the
participants offer~d little
resistance to police.
Sev~ral hours after the streets
were cleared, Davis was picked up
by FBI agents as he walked on a
d o w n t o w n s i d e w a I k. The
30-year-old veteran of many
previous anti-war campaigns and
best known for his role in protests
during the 1968 Democratic
National Convention was charged
under a fedl'ral law tha prohibits
conspiracy to interfere with
another person's civil rights. He
also was accused of violating a law
that forbids any intimidation or
obstruction of federal workers. '
Davis, a founder of the
Students for a Democratic
Society and a Chicago Seven
defendant, was taken into custody
as attorneys at the Justice
Department searched for possible
violations by other demonstrators.
Disorderly Conduct
Jerry V. Wilson, the District of
Columbia police chief, told a news
conference at mid-afternoon that
most of those arrested were
charged with disorderly conduct
and that judges were processing
them "as rapidly as possible" so
they
., would not be held unnecessarhy.
But he said "The vast majority
will spend the night in jail" and at
6 p.m. EDT, only about 50
protestors had been given court
hearings. Most were required to
post bond of between $250 and
$7 50 pending trial.
Attorney Philip Hirschkop,
who is the protestors' chief legal
adviser, charged that many of the
arrests were unjust and that
"concentration camps" were
being used to house the prisoners.

Pre-Reg Steps Up
As Deadline Nears
So far 9425 students have
returned their pre-registration
packets to the UNM registrar's office in preparation for
the fall semester. The deadline
for returning the packets has
been extended by the administration until May 8.
An administration official
said an estimated 10 to 12
thousand students will return
to classes next all and if preregistartion continues at the
same rate it has been goinA",
the registrar's office will be
pleased with student turn out.

